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3 Music	in	the	Baltic	Region

1.	Soundscapes

Music in the Baltic Region can be divided in 
two different layers:

(1)  the soundscape of the countryside 
including working songs, herding 
calls, songs and instrumental tunes of 
the pendulum of life and the change of 
season, 

(2)  the soundscape of the city with its art 
music and popular music. 

The two different soundscapes were more 
or less separated until the first decades of 
this century. In the 19th century the inter-
play between the songs and tunes of singers 
and fiddlers from the countryside with art 
and popular music by composers of the city 
emerged into a different kind of symbiosis: 
the musicians of the rural society not only 
changed their instruments but also gave up 
the medieval drone technique (which used a 
sustained note 'droning’ below the melody) 
and introduced harmonic thinking. The 
composers incorporated melodies and sounds 
from country singers and fiddlers in their 
solo, chamber, and orchestra music and many 
operas were based on folk tales. 

Because of the industrialization and medial-
ization, including the growth of the mass media 
during the first part of the 20th century, most 
of the old rural soundscape disappeared or was 
transformed into staged folklore, often based on 
a nationalistic ideology. At the same time the 
impact from different waves of popular music 
from Germany and later from England and the 
USA created a kind of musical mainstream with 
very few “nationalistic” characteristics. Modern 
art music can also be characterized as a kind of 
musical mainstream with very few traits that 
can be identified as typical of a nation or a 
region. Instead there are different schools, cre-
ated by an individual composer, whose ideas 
can dominate for a long time. 

We will start this survey of music in the 
north of the Baltic region and then continue 
south. We will discuss different segmenta-
tions of music: how different sounds, which 

are defined as “music”, were used in different 
societies and connected with different parts of 
cultural, religious and political life. 

2.	Saami	music	–	the	‘yoik’

The ‘yoik’ is a very special kind of song, still 
thriving among the roughly 35,000 Saami 
(or Lapp) people who live mainly in northern 
Sweden, Norway and Finland as well as on the 
Russian Kola peninsula. The ‘yoik’ has many 
variants. What is described below is a sort of 
common denominator of the original‘'yoik’ 
and its later transformations.

The ‘yoik’ is neither song nor speech but 
a mode of expression of feelings or story tell-
ing in small, rhythmically varied motifs with 
dramatic shifts in dynamics and accent. There 
is a Saami word for this very special type of 
performance: ‘juoi’gat’. In the southern Saami 
areas the older forms dominate, characterized 
by a tense vocal technique, nonsense syllables, 
a small number of notes and various kinds of 
‘sliding’ notes. In the northern areas there are 
often pentatonic melodies, or a mixture of mel-
odies, in which major tonalities predominate. 
The melodic form can be constant, but the 
pitch shifts upwards during the performance.

In a travelogue from a journey through 
Lapland in 1673, Johannes Schefferus 
described a Saami named Olof Sirma perform-
ing ‘yoiks’. This description corresponds well 
to the ‘yoik’ as it is performed today, confirm-
ing the durability of the tradition:

The performer begins in his own fash-
ion, choosing to sing louder or softer 
depending on his sense of the compo-
sition. Sometimes he repeats the entire 
song over and over. He sings on no 
special note, but performs according 
to his habit and however it sounds best 
to him.
When the Saami migrated west from their 

Asiatic camps, they brought the rituals of sha-
manism with them, and the shaman drum. 
Both are closely associated with the ‘yoik’. 



In heathen times, the drum was used by the 
Saami priest, the nåjden to make contact with 
the gods. Scenes portraying the higher forces of 
nature who were the drummer’s ‘help and his 
bane’ were painted in red on the drum skins. 
Using the drum, he would put himself into a 
trance. His soul would rise from his body and 
then, a spirit himself, he would learn things 
about the future. The ‘yoik’ has also inspired 
different composers to interpret the world of 
the Saami, from Abbott Vogler and Wilhelm 
Peterson-Berger (Symphony nr 3, Same Ätnam, 
1913-15) to young composers today such as 
Rolf Enström, who won the Prix Italia in 1987 
with a composition based on a ‘yoik’. In the 
1980 Eurovision Song Contest the Norwegian 
contribution ‘Samiid Aednan’ was based on a 
‘yoik’ by Saami musician Mattis Hætta. This is 
a contemporary example of a ‘yoik’ presented 
as popular music.

3.		Music	as	signals	and	communication	
–	herding	calls

All over the Baltic Region the human voice 
and implements such as animal or man-made 
horns, rattles, and the drum were important 
work tools for communication. Rattles have 
also been used to scare away birds out of gar-
dens or vineyards, and guards have also used 
them to communicate with one another. The 
songs, calls, and instrumental melodies on the 
shepherds’ horn and flute, the herding calls, are 
probably the best-documented working songs, 
followed by calls associated with harvesting. 

Pastoral cultures in the Baltic region had 
a highly refined signaling system. The signals 
both had a communicative function for work 
and a decorative, aesthetic function. In this 
environment shepherds and shepherdesses 
developed their own music, which both carried 
a message and was beautiful to listen to. Music 
intended for gathering domestic animals, rath-
er than repelling wild ones, almost always con-
tained an “aesthetic” element, as did the music 
used to communicate with other shepherds. 

Shepherds’ signals contained short themes 
with frequent interruptions, were construct-
ed asymmetrically and constantly used their 
musical phrases in varying combinations. The 
calls were constructed of alternately short and 
long phrases, often distinctly rounded off and 
clearly distinguished from one another. There 
was interplay between functional and aesthetic 

elements. For functional reasons, there were 
vocal variations including pure speech-song, 
calling for attention, and melismatic song in a 
high register. The calling songs are structured 
in alternating long and short phrases, often 
clearly rounded off, and distinctly separated 
from one another by rests for breathing. The 
phrases are added to one another according to 
their function and combined into segments 
of varying length and with constantly shifting 
combinations of phrases.

The transformation of herding music from 
cow-calls to tourist attractions started just 
after the first published notation of the music. 
Today we find it as an element of tourism, 
folk music festivals and in the mass media. In 
practical life there is no more a need for herd-
ing calls and they have been replaced. Those 
who tend their animals in mountain pastures 
today, may “commute” by automobile between 
their homes and their pasture cottages, and in 
the cottages turned into cafés serving waffles 
there is “real folk music” played as recorded 
background music. However, many things still 
remain authentic and unchanged. 

4.	Songs	of	work

Singing at work, while planting, harvesting, 
working indoors or walking to and from work, 
served to bridge the gap between work and lei-
sure time in the Baltic region. There are also 
rhymes for work, and songs for pile-driving, 
loading, sailing, fishing, driving, rowing, spin-
ning, weaving, and sizing cloth. Sailors also 
had a complete battery of calls, songs, as well 
as instrumental melodies for different aspects 
of their work.

Like herding music, many of these songs 
were purely “communicative”, with shouted 
formulas and loudly pitched notes to keep farm 
labourers in contact with one another despite 
the distance between the fields. The texts some-
times describe the different aspects and phas-
es of harvest work, and some are love songs. 
Harvest songs from the North Eastern part of 
Europe have melodies which seldom span more 
than a few notes and identical melodic structure 
is repeated and varied by adding pedal-points 
(a low, sustained base note), melodic orna-
ments, falsetto screams and imitative effects. 
These songs are often performed by a group of 
at least two or three singers. Change of register 
is an important stylistic device used to achieve 
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a harmony or “heterophony” of consonants. 
Different groups and regions also seem to have 
different aesthetic ideals. 

The harvest songs are a highly specialized 
genre of folk singing, related to a signaling 
function and with a strong aesthetic empha-
sis. But primarily this kind of mainly female 
singing originates in a magic function. Migrant 
harvest workers, men and women, traveled 
together in large groups and worked for pay. 
They had one or two leaders who negotiated 
their terms with the masters, and who also dis-
tributed the tasks among them. One Estonian 
manor lord made special use of the bagpipe 
player he hired at harvest time:

It was a strange sight to see the squad-
rons flattening the grain, moving con-
tinually forward with the bagpiper as 
their field musician, and with their 
sergeants (= the foremen) commanding 
them with their sticks in hand. The har-
vesters took it as a shameful criticism 
of themselves if the bagpiper began to 
play fast tunes, as this was a sign that 
they were working too slowly. Thus 
their work continued to the beat, with 
no interruptions, as long as the bagpipe 
was played. If the bagpipe grew silent, 
work stopped, and the scythe each 
worker held in his hand appeared to 
droop. The day after the harvest was all 
in, there was a great celebration, known 
as “Talkus” in Estonian. This is one of 
the happiest days of the year for poor 
Estonian farmers. Usually the day work-
ers were also invited to a Talkus put on 
by the estate owner.
In recent years harvest songs have experi-

enced something of a revival. They are sung 
by choirs in Eastern Europe making efforts to 
reproduce the sharp nasal sound that charac-
terizes many harvest melodies.

Today, shanties, sailors’ working songs, are 
also a special feature of the folk music movement. 
The first International Shanty Festival, Shanty 
’87 was held in 1987 in Kraków, Poland. 

In the 18th century Acerbi described the 
Finnish milling songs, sung to the endless task 
of hand grinding grain. This was a job done all 
the year round with vocal accompaniment, in 
contrast to tasks like flax-making, the songs of 
which were associated with a particular season. 
Songs associated with spinning are also com-
mon in the Baltic region:

A Westphalian farmer encouraged his 
children and servants at their spinning 
by singing to them: “As soon as I notice 
the wheel spinning less joyfully I sug-
gest a cheerful song, and you should 
hear how fast the spinning wheel cheers 
up as well...”. The best of the spinners 
sing and spin long verses in the time 
it takes others to begin to spin their 
thread or to sing their first couplet. I 
must admit that it would be difficult 
to find a nobler yardstick by which to 
measure the skill of this handicraft.
Songs were also sung (by women) while 

they were weaving, carrying water, washing, 
berry picking, rocking the cradle, etc. Most 
of these songs of work were intended to take 
their minds off the domestic chore at hand. 
Probably the rhythms were not as important 
as the rhythms of the rhymes and songs sung 
during heavier labor.

Thus working music may contain sound 
structures forming simple signals with an 
unambiguous meaning relating to a given 
task, but it may also be complex and beautiful 
music for voices and instruments. These are 
the two ends of a long spectrum of music that 
has been an important aspect of the everyday 
life of people in the Baltic region as well as in 
other parts of Europe.

5.	Song	as	narrative	–	the	runo	songs

In addition to lyric songs, which are found all 
over Europe, there are narrative songs which 
are very typical for parts of the Baltic region. 

Like the ‘yoik’ of the Saami, the Finnish runo 
song can hardly be considered ‘singing’ in the tra-
ditional sense of the word. It is more like a mix-
ture of recitative and calling, with some melodic 
features as well. The runo song might well be 
described as a kind of drama including both imi-
tation of sounds from nature and mime.

A number of runo melodies were written 
down in the late eighteenth and early nine-
teenth centuries. 

The actual narrative is the basis of the 
runo song, and the dramatic story telling is 
interspersed with lyrical elements. It is prob-
able that there was a sort of ‘grammar of folk 
poetry’ handed down from generation to gen-
eration (see also Laitinen 1985). The poetry 
was based on the ‘Kalevala’ metre, with free 
grouping of the lines of verse. This ‘grammar’ 
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contained alliteration, repetition and recur-
rent patterns. If a person was familiar with the 
‘grammar of folk poetry’, he could shape his 
song during the performance, and he knew 
how to make the transitions between narra-
tive prose and lyrical poetry, where to interject 
incantations and joking verses, and how to set 
his pitch and rhythm. 

The stories themselves have been gathered 
into an epic poem, the Kalevala. This process 
of transformation was not unique to narra-
tive song in Finland, Estonia and the area of 
Russia from which the runo song probably 
once migrated to the north. We can see the 
same historical development regarding the 

byliny, the dumy and the heroic songs from the 
Balkan peninsula.

In ancient times, the singer had an assis-
tant, who repeated the final verses or, if the 
singer required a break, repeated an entire 
verse. Sometimes both singers were accompa-
nied by a kantele player. 

The art of creating runo songs is said to 
have accompanied the Finns as they wandered 
north, leaving cultural traces in both Russia 
and Estonia. The Kalevala gave the Finnish 
culture its identity. Poets, painters and com-
posers have constantly returned to this epic, 
finding in it new inspiration for portraying the 
destiny of their people. Today, hard rock bands 
and television producers give us their versions 

of an apparently inexhaustible and indestruc-
tible heritage of ideas, stories, visions, and love 
poetry. Today, as in the past, the Kalevala is 
performed using pitch and rhythm, although 
the music of the kantele is usually replaced with 
that of a symphony orchestra or rock group.

6.	Russian	byliny

Byliny, or Russian narrative songs of heroes 
and their traditional exploits, are related to 
runo songs in terms of content and, most 
importantly, in terms of function. Like the 
runo songs, byliny represent the history and 
heritage of the peasants. Many byliny have 
been annotated and recorded. The poetic lan-
guage and performance technique of the byliny 
are very special. A byliny is held together by 
a recurring melodic formula. Various poetic 
techniques, such as assonance (vowel rhymes, 
internal rhymes or half-rhymes), are used to 
weave the language into a tonal whole. 

Byliny are not adapted to any particular 
metre. Their textual structure is very free. The 
stories progress through highly patterned mel-
odies, punctuated with recurring phrases that 
serve as cadences. Many of the melodies only 
use a few notes. 

The wandering singers, poets and byliny tell-
ers accompanied themselves on a gusli. The only 
place where the byliny survived until modern 
times was in northern Russia near Arkhangelsk. 
The origins of the byliny are shrouded in the 
mists of history. Some scholars believe that the 
early byliny were medieval heroic songs per-
formed at the royal courts, and that when they 
began to be outdated as real history among the 
boyars, they were taken over by the peasants 
and mythologized in the world of imagination. 
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Figure 54. Kobsari player. The Ukrainian narrative song 
duma, was accompanied on a string instument the kob-
sari, as pictured here. The duma is related to the bylina, 
and accompanied on a gusli, a similar instrument that was 
more common in Northern Russia. The gusli is also related 
to the Finnish kantele

Figure 55. ‘Kashubian notes’ – teaching folk music Photo: 
Alfred F. Majewicz



Even though historians have identified real 
people and places in these old songs, no one 
considers them a reliable historical source.

Later, the byliny also were ‘discovered’ by 
the intellectual middle class. Early collections 
were made by devoted amateurs. In manu-
scripts from the eighteenth and nineteenth 
century, byliny are mixed with prose narra-
tives describing the ancient Russian heroes. 
The byliny have become part of the Russian 
national culture, not unlike the Kalevala in 
Finland. At the beginning of Glinka’s opera 
Ruslan and Ludmila, a Russian story teller 
appears with his gusli telling tales of Russian 
heroes and their traditional feats, a kind of 
Russian Homer. Reinhold Glière’s Symphony 
number three (opus 42, 1909-11) also portrays 
Ilya Muromez, the byliny hero. 

The Ukrainian narrative song is referred to 
as the duma. Although it bears a resemblance 
to the bylina, it also has many independent 
stylistic features.

7.		Choral	music		
Folke Bohlin

The musical difference between rural and 
urban areas is similar in most European coun-
tries. Opera stages, symphony orchestras and 
music conservatories, for example, are to be 
found only in cities. But regardless of local 
conditions or national boundaries, certain 
types of music reach out everywhere through 
the modern mass media. One can therefore 
ask if there are any musical traits which give a 
character of their own to the musical life of the 
countries around the Baltic Sea.

Let us focus here on one phenomenon, 
which also exists elsewhere, but has become 
of unique importance in this area: the most 
widespread form of musical activity in the region 
is choral singing. It appears in several different 
forms: professional and amateaur choirs, male, 
female and mixed choirs, children’s and adult 
choirs, big and small choirs and so on.

A choir can have primarily musical aims, 
but very often the work of the choir is also con-
nected with extramusical, ideological aims. This 
opens two main perspectives on choral singing 
during the past century in the Baltic Region.

Christian belief is, of course, the ideologi-
cal background for all church choirs. But the 
different types of Christian Churches have pro-
vided different conditions for choral singing. In 

the Lutheran countries with their state church 
system, multipart music had been sung at the 
church services for centuries by the pupils of 
the Latin schools. It was mostly accompanied 
by the organ and other instruments. In the 
17th century it was paralleled by another type 
of sacred music when the new style of expres-
sive solo song was introduced at the courts of 
the Lutheran kings. But at the end of the 18th 
century, both school and court showed less and 
less interest in church music.

How different was the situation at the same 
time at the imperial court of St Petersburg! The 
liturgy of the Russian Orthodox Church was 
almost entirely sung, instruments not being 
allowed. The court choir consisted of more 
than 100 singers. They sang new multipart 
sacred compositions or arrangements of the 
old liturgical melodies. This music was writ-
ten in a style which was influenced by Italian 
opera music and Protestant German sacred 
music. Nationalism, which grew out of the 
victory over Napoleon, led to a protest against 
these foreign influences and some composers 
began to use Russian folk tunes in their church 
music. Gradually the choral tradition spread 
from the court all over the empire. The reper-
tory was more and more enlarged by compos-
ers such as Tchaikovsky and Rachmaninov. 
In post-Soviet Russia the choral tradition has 
become very lively again.

Since the end of the 19th century choral 
singing of volunteer amateurs has been a grow-
ing movement even in the Lutheran Churches. 
This is true especially of the Church of Sweden 
which organizes around 80,000 singers today.

8.	Art	music

The concept of art music in the Baltic Region 
is very much connected with the church as a 
major actor. In the 16th century local hymn 
books were published in Denmark, Sweden, 
Latvia and Lithuania. Of special interest for 
the development of art music is a collection 
with Latin school songs, Piae cantiones, pub-
lished 1582 in Greiswald. 

In the 17th century, prominent musi-
cians such as Dietrich Buxtehude in Denmark 
developed church music, allied with organ-
ists in north Germany. The part of the Baltic 
Region, which was organized on Lutheran prin-
ciples, was very much influenced by the new 
church music, which was the base for further 
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development of art music. Besides religion, the  
art music was contributed to the Baltic 
Region by the kings’courts and the aristocracy. 
Copenhagen was a meeting place for musicians 
and composers from different parts of Europe as 
early as in the early 16th century. In Vilnius, you 
could listen to Italian opera as early as 1636.

In the 18th century operas and concerts 
were established in the main cities. Opera per-
formances started with companies from abroad 
(Italy, France, and Germany). Public concerts 
with European orchestral music were given in 
Stockholm 1731, Copenhagen 1744, and Turku 
1747. Classical Viennese influence was very 
strong at the end of the 18th  century all over the 
region: in Tallinn Mozart’s Zauberflöte and Don 
Giovanni were performed already in 1795. From 
the middle of the century national composers 
began to compete with composers of foreign ori-
gin. Amateur composers, organists and student 
leaders tried to establish a national musical style, 
inspired by the growing national movement 
and the interest for folk songs and folk music. 
Institutions like the Swedish Royal Academy of 
Music, founded in 1771, due to the patronage of 
the enlightened Gustav III, gave the main cities 
an opportunity to establish national tradition in 
education and national operas. Even the creation 
of private academies played an important role 
for subsequent musical life.

In the 19th century different movements 
separated the region in more national profiles. 
In Latvia and Estonia the 19th century was 
the great age of choral societies, with Baltic- 
German song festivals (Riga, 1836, later in 
Tallinn, 1857). In Denmark, Sweden and 
Lithuanian opéra comique and vaudevilles 
of native composers interested a new, socially 
broader public. Individuals gradually played a 
role for the whole region.

In the 20th century the Baltic region was 
more or less a part of European musical life, 
following stylistic trends and with internation-
ally established composers and musicians stay-
ing for a long time or short visit in the main 
cities. The musicians and composers in the 
Baltic region became international at the same 
time. Especially since the restoration of nation-
al independence in 1990 Estonia, Latvia and 
Lithuania have developed an amazing musical 
creativity and are now equivalent, or perhaps 
more interesting than many other countries’ 
musical voices in the choir of world music in 
the small sector of art music. 

St Petersburg, later Leningrad, played an 
important musical role as an eastern metropo-
lis for the Baltic Region. Catherine II forced 
the aristocracy to attend musical and theatrical 
entertainment. The first opera house opened 
in 1734, and the first public concert was given 
in 1746. Foreign troops and musicians were 
given performances of operas and music from 
different musical centers of Europe. Until 
the Russian revolution and even after that 
St-Petersburg was very important for knowl-
edge about art music and musical education 
for the eastern part of the Baltic Region. 

In the history of European music few of the 
activities in the Baltic states have been given 
their appropriate place and interest. To take one 
example, Poland. In the Middle Ages Poland 
already had a very prominent church music cul-
ture with composers on an international level. 
Troubadours were later exchanged by different 
kinds of court musicians and in the 16th centu-
ry a renaissance musical culture was established 
with many immigrant musicians from Italy and 
other parts of Europe. We can follow the devel-
opment with the help of organ tabulatures and 
after the reformation in printed collections, for 
example ‘Melodies for the Polish Psalter’. Italian 
opera was performed in Poland already at the 
beginning of the 17th century. In spite of wars 
and times with very bad economic conditions, 
musical life was mostly on a European level. It 
was first with Frédéric Chopin (1810-1849) that 
Poland got an internationally recognized com-
poser who conquered the world with his piano 
music, and he is still in an incomparable leading 
position. Chopin was very much influenced by 
Polish folk music, especially the polonaise and 
mazurka. The polonaise and mazurka belong to 
an old layer of European folk dances very popu-
lar in the Baltic region. The dances have moved 
between different countries and social classes 
and developed individual types, which have 
melted however over and over again together to 
international “main stream” types.

9.		Singing	for	independence		
Folke Bohlin

In the decades before World War I the Catholics 
in Poland and Lithuania had very few oppor-
tunities to express their revolutionary dreams 
of independence. But singing in church choirs 
opened one way for them. Thus nationalism 
and Christian belief were combined in church 
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choir singing, in favour of Orthodox Russia as 
well as against it!

The so called “singing revolution” which 
led a few years ago to the new independence of 
the Estonian, Latvian and Lithuanian repub-
lics, has its background in the choral move-
ments that originated in Estonia and Latvia 
after the middle of the 19th century. The first 
Estonian song festival (the form of which was 
already traditional in Germany) was held in 
Tartu (Dorpat) in 1869 after a long struggle to 
get permission from the Russian authorities. 
In the organizing committees there were rep-
resentatives for the Lutheran Church as well 
and for the German barons, the great land-
owners. The 865 singers and instrumentalists 
performed to approximately 15,000 people! 
The effect on the fight to establish a cultural 
and later also a political Estonian identity was 
enormous. The song festivals went on also 
after the liberation in the first period of inde-
pendence between the two World Wars and 
also astonishingly during the Soviet era. The 
communist party tried in vain to give them a 
new ideological content. The Estonians knew 
very well how to use them for their own pur-
poses. The festivals were attended by around 
100,000 persons at the special song festival 

stadium in Tallinn (Reval). Similar song festi-
vals have been held in Latvia since 1873.

The song festival tradition in Finland, 
which is officially bilingual, also goes back to 
the Russian time. The Finnish speaking and 
the Swedish speaking Finns have separate cho-
ral organizations and festivals. But both are 
marked by Finnish nationalism.

The choral movement in Sweden began 
around 1810 among the university students of 
Uppsala after the loss of Finland and the revo-
lution that led to a new constitution. Marching 
through the streets the students sang out their 
enthusiasm for the elected Crown Prince Karl 
Johan (Marshall Bernadotte) and their willing-
ness to die for the Fatherland. But due to the 
exceptionally long time of peace and indepen-
dence the country has enjoyed, the Swedish 
choral movement has not been nourished very 
much by nationalistic ideals. We must try to 
find other explanations for the fact that today 
more than 250,000 Swedes regularly devote 
themselves to choral singing.

Let us conclude: choral singing must be 
regarded as a factor of great interest, not only 
from an aesthetic but also from an ideological 
point of view, in the life of all of the peoples 
around the Baltic Sea. 
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Figure 56. The byliny. A byliny is linked 
together by a recurring melodie formu-
la. The melodies are not connected to 
a specific text and are often performed 
differently by different singers
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Folk	music	instruments

Many folk music instruments spread all over the Baltic region probably because they originated at roughly the same time in 
various places with similar functional prerequisites, or they spread from a single center in one culture in many directions. 
Undoubtedly, many factors contributed to this spread. It appears that certain instruments, such as the flute, were ‘universal’ 
from an early stage. Instruments found at archaeological sites all over the region include many types of flutes with varied 
designs and playing styles. To some extent, the same can be said for single reed instruments (of the clarinet type) and for 
double reed instruments (of the oboe type), which are found in a wide range of forms, as separate instruments or, for 
example, as parts of a set of bagpipes. Virtually all hierarchical studies lead to the conclusion that the instrument in ques-

tion developed from a primitive to a more complex form 
as it moved from the past towards the present. 
Children take in the sounds of the world around them 
in the process of learning to understand and integrate a 
cultural pattern. In noisy urban environments children 
naturally seek out strong, aggressive noisemakers. In this 
way, the musical instruments used by children are a mea-
sure of the quality and structure of the soundscape in their 
society. Let us take one example of an older child instru-
ment which developed. 
The reed pipe was made in the spring season when the 
sap was rising, making it easy to loosen the bark from the 
wood. Today, this once spontaneous instrument has been 
exploited by the musical instruments industry, and is avail-
able in plastic for use as a folk music instrument or tourist 
souvenir, whether the sap is rising or not. 
Revivals, in the form of renewed interest in the truly old 
folk instruments such as the traditional bagpipes, hurdy 
gurdies, keyed fiddles, etc. may be regarded as a parallel to 
the ‘authenticity movement’ that has led to the develop-
ment of ‘original instruments’ in the playing of music from 
the Middle Ages, the Renaissance, the Baroque period, etc. 
Folk fiddles stand somewhat separate from this develop-
ment, as they have had a more direct relationship with the 
violin since the seventeenth century. 
Beginning in the eighteenth century, folk music has also 
increasingly been played on “art” instruments. During 
the nineteenth century when it became possible to mass-
produce the harmonica and the accordion, these quickly 
became regarded as “folk” instruments because they came 
into use by a broader spectrum of the general public than 
just the elite lovers of classical music.

 

Figure 57. Lemko flute player. Photo: Alfred F. Majewicz 
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Glossary	to	Case	Chapter	4

Aisle:   A longitudinal space flanking and parallel to the nave, usually separated from it by columns or piers.

Ambulatory:   The extension of the aisles around the sanctuary of a major aisled church to form a passage or walk-
way.

Apse:   A semicircular or polygonal vaulted space, usually at the end of a basilica nave.

Basilican church:  Oblong, aisled type of church with the nave taller than the aisles, permitting upper clerestory windows 
above the aisle roofs.

Buttress:    Mass of masonry or brickwork projecting perpendicularly from a wall to give additional support to that 
wall along its length or at the corners.

Chapter-house:   A principal assembly hall in a medieval religious community, whether monastic, canonical or secular, 
normally located next to the church.

Choir:   see presbytery

Crypt:   A subsidiary vaulted room normally below the main floor level but not necessarily wholly subterra-
nean.

Epitaph:   A burial inscription referring to the identity and personalility of the deceased, sometimes with his 
portrait or symbolic scene.

Flying buttress:   A buttress consisting of two parts: the flyer arch, either segmental or quadrant transmits thrusts from 
the vault and the high, exposed timber roof of a Gothic building across the aisle to the outer, upright 
support or buttress. 

Frontal:   Also called an antependium, from the Latin ante, before, and pendere, to hang. A decorative covering 
for the altar; it could take the form of a cloth, a rectangular wooden panel or connected panels covering 
the front of the altar.

Gable:   An ornamental treatment of the upper part of a wall at the end of a building with a pitched roof.

Hall church:   A church in which the aisles are the same, or almost the same, height as the nave, so that the nave is lit 
indirectly by the aisle windows. The hall church differs from the basilica, the distinguishing character-
istic of which is the fact that the nave is higher than the aisles and is lit by a clerestory.

Keystone:   Vital central, wedge-shaped stone voussoir.

Portal, also called porch: A covered structure sheltering the entrance of a building.

Presbytery:   Also called a choir. The space surrounding the altar in the eastern end of a church and usually the 
western part of the chancel, used for the performance of the clergy and singers, generally raised and 
separated from the nave by steps or a screen. 

Pseudo-basilican church:  An oblong, aisled type of church with the nave taller than the aisles, but contrary to the basilican 
church, the nave has no a clerestory and it is lit indirectly by the aisle windows.

Refectory:   A communal dining area in a monastery.

Retable:   The painted, carved, or decorated artwork situated upon and behind an altar; it could take the form 
of a panel with movable wings, which can be closed to cover it.

Stalls:   The places in the choir of a church set aside for the daily use of the clergy; they are usually made of 
wood.

Star-vault:   The type of vault with star patterns created from ribs.

Stave church:   A type of timber-framed church often with carved decoration, built in Norway and Sweden from the 
12th to the 14th centuries. 

Transept:   A transverse structure, comparable in height and width to the nave that crosses the main body of a 
church of basilican type. The most common position for the transept is at the choir, immediately to 
the west of the chancel, but transepts also occur at the western ends of naves.
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